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We report on transport properties of Josephson junctions in hybrid superconducting topological
insulator devices, which show two striking departures from the common Josephson junction behavior:
a characteristic energy that scales inversely with the width of the junction, and a low characteristic
magnetic field for suppressing supercurrent. To explain these effects, we propose a phenomenological
model which expands on the existing theory for topological insulator Josephson junctions.

The Majorana fermion, a charge-neutral particle that
is its own antiparticle, was proposed theoretically almost
75 years ago [1]. Electronic excitations in certain con-
densed matter systems have recently been predicted to
act as Majorana fermions [1]. One such system is a
three-dimensional topological insulator (TI) where super-
conducting correlations between particles are introduced,
producing a “topological superconductor” [2]. When two
superconductors are connected by a TI, the TI “weak
link” superconducts due to its proximity to the supercon-
ducting leads. This produces a Josephson junction (JJ)
but with several important distinctions compared to a
conventional JJ, where the weak link is typically an ordi-
nary metal or insulator. Fu and Kane have predicted [2]
a one-dimensional (1D) mode of Majorana fermions at
the interface between a conventional superconductor and
a superconducting topological surface state. Hence, JJs
formed with a TI weak link are expected to have two 1D
modes at the two superconductor-TI interfaces [arrows
in Fig. 1(a)], which fuse to form a 1D wire of Majorana
fermions [shown in purple in Fig. 1(a)] running along the
width of the device [2]. The energy spectrum of these
Majorana fermions is characterized by states within the
superconducting gap, which cross at zero energy when
the phase difference ϕ between the two superconducting
leads is π.

To probe this exotic state, recent experiments have
investigated transport in TI JJs, finding good agreement
with conventional JJ behavior [3–7]. Two characteristic
properties are typically reported for JJs. The first is the
product ICRN , where IC is the critical current and RN

is the normal state resistance. ICRN should be of order
∆/e (where ∆ is the superconducting gap of the leads
and e is the charge of the electron) and independent of
device geometry [8]. The second characteristic property
is the “Fraunhofer-like” magnetic diffraction pattern, i.e.
the decaying, oscillatory response of the supercurrent to
the magnetic field B, applied perpendicular to the flow

of the supercurrent. The first minimum in IC should
occur at B = BC , when one quantum of flux Φ0 = h/2e
(where h is Planck’s constant) is passed through the area
of the device. Recent reports on TI JJs [6, 7] match this
expectation.

In this Letter we report on transport properties of
nanoscale Josephson junctions fabricated using Bi2Se3 as
the weak link material. The main experimental results of
this Report are two departures from conventional Joseph-
son junction behavior in these devices: a small value of
ICRN that scales inversely with the width of the junc-
tion; and a value of BC that is ∼5 times smaller than that
expected from the device area. Neither of these results is
predicted or previously seen for conventional JJs nor TI
JJs. To explain these experimental observations, we pro-
pose a two-fold phenomenological extension to the model
in Ref. [2], with both extensions arising from account-
ing for confinement along the length of the 1D Majorana
wire.

To investigate the properties of JJs with TI weak links,
junctions of lengths L between 20 and 80 nm and widths
W between 0.5 and 3.2µm were fabricated via electron-
beam lithography and sequential deposition of Ti fol-
lowed by Al to form electrical leads [11] [Fig. 1(b)]. The
DC response for a (L,W )=(45 nm, 1µm) junction at a
temperature of 12 mK is shown in Fig. 1(c), where the
DC voltage (V ) is plotted as a function of the applied
DC current (I). At B = 0, a typical DC Josephson re-
sponse is observed (red curve): for |I| ≤ IC=850 nA, V=0
and a supercurrent flows. Applying B perpendicular to
the top surface of the Bi2Se3 reduces IC until B=10 mT
when the superconducting leads are driven normal and
the I-V curve becomes linear. For I > IC , there is an
excess current due to Cooper pairs leaking into a low-
barrier junction [9]; this excess decreases with B. For
V ≥ 2∆/e∼300µV, all curves fall on top of each other
[upper left inset of Fig. 1(c)] for all values of B. Ab-
sence of hysteresis [lower right inset of Fig. 1(c), indicates
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FIG. 1: (a) Schematic of a topological insulator Josephson junction. Two superconducting leads are patterned on top of Bi2Se3
forming a junction with length L and width W . Along the width of the device, a one-dimensional wire of Majorana fermions
results (purple). (b) Scanning-electron micrograph of a device similar to the ones measured in this Report. (c) (main) V vs.
I for a devices of dimensions (L,W )=(45 nm, 1µm) for B=0, 2, 3, 5, 8, 10 mT and at a temperature of 12 mK. At B=0, IC
is 850 nA, which is reduced upon increasing B. For this device, the product ICRN=30.6µV, much lower than theoretically
expected for conventional JJs. (upper-left inset) I − V curves overlap for all values of B at V ≥ 2∆/e∼300µV. (lower-right
inset) Sweeps up (red) and down (black) in I show little hysteresis, indicating that the junction is in the overdamped regime.

that the junction is overdamped, consistent with calcula-
tions [11]. RN for this device is 35 Ω and ICRN=30.6µV.
Measurements of RN were carried out above the super-
conducting transition temperature of the leads in a four-
terminal geometry, eliminating the resistance of the cryo-
stat lines, but not the contact resistance between Ti/Al
and Bi2Se3, which varies from device to device without
apparent correlation to geometry or effect on ICRN prod-
uct. Theory [10] for diffusive or ballistic weak links pre-
dicts ICRN to be 281µV or 427µV, respectively, an or-
der of magnitude higher than our measurements. As a
control experiment, a device fabricated similarly to the
TI JJs, except with a 75 nm-thick graphite weak link in
place of Bi2Se3, has ICRN=244µV [11], much closer to
theoretical predictions. This suggests that something in
the sample rather than the measurement setup reduces
the values of ICRN .

Further insight into the nature of transport in TI JJs
is found by investigating the width dependence of the
characteristic quantity ICRN . A comparison of two junc-
tions with RN = 56.1 and 51.5 Ω, and W=1 and 0.5µm,
(both L=50 nm) is shown in Fig. 2(a), where the 0.5µm
device has roughly twice the critical current. The mis-
match of the I-V curves above IC is due to the excess
current mentioned in connection with Fig. 1(c) (inset),
which is typically of order IC [10] and hence larger in the
W=0.5µm device. The two curves approach each other
as V approaches 2∆/e [inset Fig. 1(c)]. The values of
ICRN for all 14 devices we measured that superconduct

are shown as a function of 1/W in Fig. 2(a). The trend
is clear: a larger W produces a smaller ICRN . With
benefit of hindsight, results of some previously reported
experiments on TI JJs are consistent with ICRN being re-
lated to 1/W , and these are plotted alongside our data in
shaded grey shapes outlined in black [Fig. 2(b)]. Specif-
ically: in narrow topological insulator nanowires ICRN

is relatively high (triangle) [4], though still well below
predictions; for intermediate values of W similar to ours,
ICRN is low (square) [3]; in very wide junctions no su-
percurrent is observed at all (star) [5]. To account for
the different superconducting material used for the con-
tacts, the value of ICRN was scaled by the ratio of the
superconducting gap of Aluminum to superconducting
gap of the material used in Ref. [5] (Indium) and Ref. [4]
(Tungsten). Naively, ICRN ∝ ∆; also in the model we
will introduce later, ICRN ∝ ∆ though with a smaller
geometry-dependent prefactor.

The last characteristic response of TI JJs consid-
ered in this Letter is the magnetic diffraction pattern
(MDP); our devices display an atypical relationship be-
tween IC and B. Fig. 3(a) shows the differential re-
sponse dV/dI(B, I) for a (L,W )=(55 nm, 1.5µm) device.
Two phenomena are of note: BC is 5 times smaller than
expected from the known device area and the shape of
IC(B) deviates from a typical Fraunhofer pattern. The
area of the devices is calculated as W ∗ (L+ 2λL), where
λL=50 nm is the dirty London penetration depth for alu-
minum [11]. The extracted IC(B) is shown in Fig. 3(b)
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FIG. 2: (a), A comparison of two devices with similar RN

(56.1 and 51.5 Ω) and different widths W , 0.5 and 1µm. The
device withW=0.5µm exhibits a larger IC , in contrast to con-
ventional JJs, where similar resistances lead to similar values
of IC . (b), ICRN vs. 1/W for all 14 devices (synthesized
via two methods: a binary melt and VLS) showing the gen-
eral trend of ICRN ∝ 1/W . In addition, ICRN data points
from Ref. [3–5] (grey symbols outlines in black) are shown in
comparison to the results of this Letter.

(red) and compared to the simulated Fraunhofer pattern
(black) for the device area [11]. BC for this device is
1.70 mT, whereas it should be 9.3 mT, based on the de-
vice area measured from a scanning electron micrograph.
We have measured a smaller-than-expected value of BC

in all our devices. The three minima in IC on each side
of B = 0 are unequally spaced, occurring at B=1.70,
6.25, and 11.80 mT. Even if the effective area of the junc-
tion were larger for unknown reasons, fitting the central
peak to a Fraunhofer pattern would produce minima at
1.7, 3.4, and 5.1 mT, different from what is observed.
The graphite control device exhibits a more conventional
MDP [11], with the first minimum close to the expected
field.

We have been unable to explain these experimental ob-
servations using known phenomena of conventional JJs,
such as Pearl effects, flux focusing, and many others. It
is not uncommon to observe reduced values of ICRN

in conventional JJs because of poor electric contact to
the superconductor, thermal fluctuations or activation,
or an extra normal channel that does not participate
in supercurrent [8]. Nor is it uncommon to have the
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FIG. 3: (a), Differential resistance dV/dI as a function of B
and I showing an anomalous magnetic diffraction pattern for
a W=1.5µm junction. Two features are of note: a smaller
than expected value of BC at 1.70 mT and a nonuniform
spacing between minima at values B=1.70, 6.50, 11.80 mT.
(b), (main) IC (B) (red) extracted from dV/dI in (a) is com-
pared to the expected Fraunhofer pattern for the junction
(black) where a reduction of the scale of the pattern and the
nonuniform spacing are evident. (inset) A comparison of the
simulated Frauhofer pattern for a sinusoidal (black) and an
empirically-determined, peaked (red) CPR. The narrowing of
the diffraction pattern and the aperiodic minima observed in
(a) are captured this CPR.

first minimum of the MDP not at the expected field,
because of flux focusing or nonuniform current distribu-
tion [12]. Even considering all these effects, and others,
as discussed in detail in the Supp Info, we are not able
to account for such large deviations from naive expecta-
tions, with consistent behavior over many devices. We
therefore instead attempt to account for the effects seen
in our Bi2Se3 devices in the framework of the model in
Ref. [2]. Since the original proposal did not consider our
exact geometry or measurement, we propose a two-fold
phenomenological extension to the model in Ref. [2]: we
do not claim to have proven that this phenomenological
picture is correct, but since it accounts in an economical
way for some of our striking observations we offer it as
a spur to further theoretical and experimental work on
this system.
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First we take into account confinement along the 1D
Majorana wire, quantizing its energy levels at multiples
of EC = hνex/2l, with νex the velocity of the carriers in
the wire and l the length of the wire. In the present de-
vices, the length of the wire is either the width W of the
JJ or, if the Majorana modes exist all the way around the
TI flake, 2W+2t (where t � W is the thickness of the
flake), hence EC ∝ hνex/2W . The effect of this quan-
tization on the energy levels is shown in Fig. 4(a). If
the E = 0 state [Fig. 4(a), solid purple dot] is topolog-
ical in nature, i.e. it is a neutral Majorana mode, such
confinement should not affect its existence nor change its
energy from zero [13]. The continuum of energy levels at
E 6= 0, not protected from perturbations, is quantized in
multiples of EC [Fig. 4(a), empty purple dots where only
the first non-zero energy modes are shown for clarity].

The second extension of Ref. [2] is to postulate the su-
percurrent is dictated by the physics of the junction near
the zero-energy (E = 0) crossings, whereas when higher-
energy modes can be accessed (i.e. when IRN > Ec/e)
the transfer of carriers from one lead to the other is dis-
sipative. Thus ICRN set by the energy scale of confined
modes along the width of the junction, rather than by
∆/e: ICRN ∝ EC/e = hνex/2eW . There is disagree-
ment in the literature on the relationship between νex
and νF . However, in both available predictions the rela-
tionship is of the form νex = νF (∆/µ)n, where µ is the
chemical potential and n=2 in Ref. [2] and n=1 Ref. [19].
As shown in [11], the result of [2] would give energies far
too low to account for our observations, so we arrive at
the relationship ICRN ∝ ∆ as in conventional JJs, but
with different constants of proportionality, some relating
to the geometry of the device.

The confinement would also has an effect on the
current-phase relation (CPR), which determines the su-
percurrent through the device as a function of ϕ. The
supercurrent enabled by the E = 0 state occurs at ϕ = π,
producing a sharp peak in the CPR at ϕ = π [Fig. 4(b)],
in contrast with the established sinusoidal CPR for con-
ventional JJs [8], or a doubled-period sinusoid predicted
for TI JJs [14]. The locations and shapes of the peaks in
the CPR depend on the details of the energy spectrum of
the bound electron-hole pairs, as discussed further in [11].

As described above, the result of confinement is to sep-
arate in energy the E = 0 1D modes (neutral Majorana
modes) from the E 6= 0 (charged) 1D modes. A su-
percurrent can pass through a charged 1D mode, but
the critical current is strongly suppressed by interactions
between charges [15, 16]. Thus the supercurrent associ-
ated with the zero crossing should be larger than that
associated with the charged modes at higher energy.. In
our experiment the lowest-energy charged modes are ac-
cessed when the current associated with the zero mode
is ∼1µA. We estimate that the charged modes cannot
carry this much supercurrent. Hence the charged modes
in our devices act as resistors carrying current but not
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FIG. 4: (a) Energy levels near ϕ = π before momentum quan-
tization along W (purple line) and after, where the topologi-
cal state remains at E = 0 (solid purple circle) and the first
quantized energy level at the value EC (empty purple circles).
(b) Current-phase relation resulting from momentum quanti-
zation, producing an anomalous peak at ϕ = π. The location
and shape of the peaks current-phase depend on the details
of energy spectrum of the Andreev bound pairs and in [11]
we consider several possible scenarios for this spectrum.

supercurrent. When the charged modes become energet-
ically accessible (i.e. for energies ≥ EC) they shunt the
junction, with an expected 1D-charged-mode shunt re-
sistance greater than h/4e2 [17]. Renormalization group
calculations show that for this value of the shunt resis-
tance supercurrent shuts off, and the JJ behaves as a
metal [18]. In this model, any additional supercurrent
through the bulk (which might be expected in existing
TIs, given the finite bulk conductivity) also ceases when
the shunt resistance of the surface become energetically
accessible.

Additional peaks in the CPR at certain values of
ϕ, suggested by our phenomenological model as noted
above, produce a narrowing in the MDP as observed
in Fig. 3. We note that an anomalous, peaked CPR
has been theoretically predicted for a different device
geometry, also a result of the presence of Majorana
fermions [20]. In each case, one sharp feature in the CPR
occurs for each zero-energy crossing of states in the gap.
For a single peak in the CPR, only a single, B=0 max-
imum in the MDP is possible for |Φ| < Φ0 [11]. The
existence of multiple oscillations in IC(B) for |Φ| < Φ0

strongly suggests the presence of multiple peaks in the
CPR – possibly a result of coupling to fermionic modes
in the device that create additional zero-energy cross-
ings [21]. Through simulation, we are able to show that
a smoothly-varying CPR cannot capture our results [11]
and only a CPR with peaks can create a MDP even
coarsely resembling those observed in our devices, i.e.
we cannot describe our MDPs using conventional effects
like flux focusing or nonuniform supercurrent distribution
alone.

When considering the MDP, it is important to note
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that known topological insulators including Bi2Se3 and
Bi2Te3 have contributions to conductance from both the
bulk and the anomalous surface state; both must taken
into account when considering supercurrent flow and the
CPR of the Josephson junction. A MDP derived from
a peaked CPR (from the surface state) added to a con-
ventional, sinusoidal CPR from the bulk with 1/5 of the
amplitude of the surface state [11] is compared to the
typical Fraunhofer pattern (black) in the inset of Fig.
3(b). Some, but not all, of the features observed in the
experiment are captured by this CPR. Importantly, two
features are captured by this peaked CPR: the MDP is
narrowed, and non-uniformly distributed minima occur
at Φ0/4,Φ0/2, and Φ0 [11], near the aperiodic structure
of the minima seen in the experiment. In our materi-
als, a significant effort has been made to reduce the bulk
contribution to conductance [22, 23]. A systematic inves-
tigation of the effect of a bulk supercurrent contribution
to the MDP is performed in Ref. [11], where it is found
that for roughly equal contributions of the surface and
bulk to the CPR, a more conventional MDP results with
minor deviations from a Fraunhofer pattern. For exam-
ple, deviations from a Fraunhofer pattern generated in
the simulations of Ref. [11], such as a triangular-shaped
central node, can be observed in Ref. [6].
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